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RAVI B GOYAL
FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN & MANAGING DIRECTOR, AGS TRANSACT TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
Ravi B Goyal, is the Founder and Chairman & Managing Director of AGS Transact Technologies
Limited (AGSTTL). He spearheads the overall operations of the company and its subsidiaries
namely SVIL, ITSL and Novus Technologies. Under his leadership, AGSTTL has carved out a
niche for itself becoming one of the leading providers of end-to-end payment solutions across
Banking, Retail and Petroleum sectors, while enhancing customer experience through safe,
reliable and continuous payment transactions.
Ravi started his professional journey as a service engineer in DCM Computers and Byte System.
An undisputed entrepreneur with effective management skills, he has a keen sense of
identifying niche business opportunities. He embarked on this beautiful journey with setting up
a proprietary concern Advanced Graphic Systems in 1992 to market computer-aided textile
designing software, which to date enjoys the largest market share. Subsequently, he
established AGS Infotech Private Limited in 2002, which is today known as AGS Transact
Technologies Limited. The company is known amongst its customers and peers alike for
providing par excellence products and services instated with state-of-the-art technology in the
Banking, Petroleum and Retail sectors. Ravi has been instrumental in forming partnerships with
global giants to create, innovative, and provide high efficiency and low cost products and
solutions across sectors where AGSTTL operates.
As an entrepreneur, Ravi has gained the admiration of both his principals and clients for
effectiveness in delivering the unthinkable. An avid traveller, Ravi enjoys travelling to off-beat
destinations and trying their local cuisines. He has collected boarding passes of every trip made
to new destination, as mementos. When he is not travelling, Ravi likes to read books on
management. His favorite read is Ram Charan’s ‘Every Business Is a Growth Business’ which he
believes is refreshing and a source of disruptive ideas. He also believes that technology is an
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important pillar of any country’s economy thus he is very curious about learning
the latest gadget trends and technology.

For details, visit our website: www.agsindia.com
For further queries, write to us at: prteam@agsindia.com

